Beautifully preserved Craigmillar Castle offers superb views and a medieval charm.
CRAIGMILLAR CASTLE

Ceremonies & Photography

One of Scotland’s most perfectly preserved medieval strongholds, Craigmillar Castle has at its heart a lofty, late 14th century tower house. This provides superb views over the surrounding gardens and parklands which are a reminder of the castle’s days as a rural retreat on the edge of Scotland’s capital city.

The story of Craigmillar is linked with that of Mary Queen of Scots who is said to have slept there in the so-called ‘Queen Mary’s Room’. The majestic charm which the castle retains today makes it a splendid and special venue for wedding ceremonies and photography.

Location
In Edinburgh, 2.5 miles south-east of the city centre, off the A7.
Postcode: EH16 4SY

Facilities
60 chairs, a red carpet, a table with tablecloth, a table top lectern, a battery powered CD/USB/SD audio player, electric candles and two cast iron flower stands are available.

Additional Information
Candles are not permitted within the castle. The castle has no heating due to the sensitive nature of its architecture. Stretch limos are not permitted at Craigmillar Castle. The Great Hall is located on the second floor of the castle and is accessed via a spiral staircase.

Historic Scotland, Craigmillar Castle
Craigmillar Castle Road
Edinburgh EH16 4SY
Tel: 0131 661 4445/0131 668 8973
www.historicenvironment.scot/weddings